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Synopsis Part One - General

● This is where you’re going to tell your story. 

● Think about it as a more elaborate version of the “hey, I just saw this awesome 

movie/show” method of pitching. 
○ You want to be fun and interesting in your writing - and you certainly want your writing to convey 

the tone of the script.  
■ Have jokes in there if this is a comedy, scares in there if this is a horror, etc. 

○ But you also want to be clear about the major story beats and how we get from Point A to Point Z. 



Synopsis Part Two - Feature

● When doing a pitch deck for a feature, give a full spine of the story as well as the 

important character arcs.  
○ Trick for getting the character arcs into the synopsis: do emotional check ins with your main 

character throughout. 
■ When a significant moment in the plot comes, take a sentence or so to tell us how this 

affects our protagonist. 

● It’s a good idea to think about the beats of your outline when deciding what to include or 

not include in your synopsis. 
○ Save The Cat, for instance, would give you most if not all of the relevant moments in your story 

that you should include in your synopsis. 

● Whether or not you break it up into Act 1, Act 2, Act 3 in the synopsis is up to you. In some 

cases it’s helpful, but in others it may be more distracting than anything else. 



Synopsis Part Three - Pilot 

● Similarly to a feature, you want to convey a full spine of the pilot story while also 

conveying the significant character arcs - mostly for your protagonist. 
○ Don’t forget the emotional check ins! 

● Think about the important beats of each act (generally five acts for a drama and 3 for a 

comedy, though it does vary) as the meat of your synopsis. 

● Don’t break this one up into acts! 



Synopsis Part Four - Seasons

● After your pilot synopsis, give the reader a brief description of Season One and 

subsequent seasons. 

● These should be shorter than the pilot synopsis, and only convey the major arc of the 

season. 
○ For example, the major arc of Season One of SUPERNATURAL would focus on the boys’ journey to 

find their father and find the monster that killed their mother.  

● The point of this section is to show that your story has legs beyond the pilot. 
○ We don’t want people thinking this would be a better feature! 



The Takeaway / Marketability  

● This is where you get to tell us what you’re trying to accomplish with your story 
○ Why is this story relevant now?
○ Who is going to watch and connect with this? 

● For this one, I recommend people go back to the themes of your story. 
○ For a really obvious example, the takeaway from DANCES WITH WOLVES is that people who are 

different from us (Native Tribes and white America in this case) are human as well and we would 
do better to treat everyone with respect and dignity. 

● This is also where you can touch on how your film/show will speak to the zeitgeist and 

thus be marketable.  



Any Questions? 


